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‘‘The term ‘cause’ is highly unspecific. It commits us to nothing

about the kind of causality involved nor about how the causes
operate. Recognizing this should make us more cautious about
investing in the quest for universal methods for causal inference.’’
Cartwright, 1999, Chapter 5.

Sobel claims to disagree with many of the points made in my

paper. He also claims that much if not all of what I say is already in

the statistical treatment effect literature. He treats my Section 4 as a

literature review rather than an illustration of the basic principles

made in Sections 1–3 of the paper, as I intended it to be. In joint

work with Edward Vytlacil, I present a comprehensive literature

review (Heckman and Vytlacil 2006a,b).

The primary objective of my paper is to present a general and

coherent view of causality as it applies to social science. As part of my

analysis, I address the approach to causality popularized in statistics

by Donald Rubin, Paul Holland and other statisticians. This is an

approach to which Sobel subscribes. As my essay documents, the

statistical approach suffers from many limitations and in many funda-

mental respects is a recapitulation of older approaches in econo-

metrics, well understood by economists, that have been enhanced

and developed further by contemporary econometricians. I am

disappointed that, rather than addressing my arguments, Sobel

restates misleading arguments made in the statistics literature. In
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ments on this rejoinder.
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responding to Sobel, I am in essence responding to Rubin, Holland

and other statisticians whose views are reiterated by Sobel in his

commentary.

1. WHAT MY PAPER IS ABOUT

My paper moves discussions of causal inference away from vague

philosophical discussions about what ‘‘really’’ constitutes causality to

a precise discussion of three prototypical policy problems.1 In my

interpretation, causal models are tools for policy analysis. Different

policy problems place different demands on models and data. I

articulate the econometric approach that (a) defines the problems of

interest precisely; (b) describes the environments, outcomes and

choices of the agents being studied precisely and (c) presents condi-

tions on data and models under which the policy problems can be

solved. The objective of my paper is not to attack statistics but rather

to attack serious policy problems. Sobel attacks the explicit approach

developed in econometrics and confuses clearly formulated abstract

models for outcomes and selection of outcomes with assumptions

made within the context of the explicit models that are maintained

in particular applications of the models.

Building on my previous analysis (Heckman 2001), I reconcile

the statistical treatment effect literature and the econometrics litera-

ture by noting that the wider set of questions addressed by the latter

entails considering more ambitious models. Whether the particular

assumptions required for identifying a parameter are satisfied is a

different problem than the problem of determining conditions

under which a question can in principle be answered. I draw on

Marschak (1953) and later economists to note that for certain nar-

rowly focused policy questions, it is often possible to get by with

much weaker assumptions and data requirements when crafting

acceptable answers.

1Cartwright (2005) provides an illuminating discussion of alternative
and often inconsistent uses of the term ‘‘causality.’’
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My essay is about all three policy questions, P1–P3, and

not solely about P1. Sobel, however, largely focuses on P1. He briefly

touches on P2 and considers a special case of an exogenous condition-

ing set. His discussion of problem P3 is about extrapolation

from factorial experiments instead of a careful discussion of how

to forecast new programs with new characteristics as discussed

in my paper and in Heckman and Vytlacil (2005, 2006b). His discus-

sion is defensive and does not grapple with the larger aims of my

paper.

The careful reader of my paper, Sobel’s discussion and the

recent literature on causal inference in econometrics and statistics

will recognize that Sobel ignores major points that are developed in

the econometrics literature and are absent in the statistical treatment

effect literature. These are:

1. Development of an explicit framework for outcomes, measure-

ments and the choice of outcomes where the role of unobservables

(‘‘missing variables’’) in creating selection problems and justifying

estimators is developed.

2. The analysis of subjective evaluations of outcomes and the use of

choice data to infer them.

3. The analysis of ex ante and ex post realizations and evaluations of

treatments. This analysis enables analysts to model and

identify regret and anticipation by agents. Developments 2 and

3 introduce human decision making into the treatment effect

literature.

4. Development of models for identifying entire distributions of

treatment effects (ex ante and ex post) rather than just the tradi-

tional mean parameters focused on by statisticians. These distri-

butions enable analysts to determine the proportion of people

who benefit from treatment, something not attempted in the

literature Sobel draws on.

5. Development and identification of distributional criteria allowing

for analysis of alternative social welfare functions for outcome

distributions comparing different treatment states.

6. Models for simultaneous causality relaxing the recursive frame-

works adopted by Rubin (1978) and Holland (1986).

7. Definitions of parameters made without appeals to hypothetical

experimental manipulations.
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8. Demonstration of the need for invariance of parameters with

respect to classes of manipulations to answer classes of questions.2

One theme developed in my paper is that major limitations

hamper the statistical treatment effect literature in answering impor-

tant social science questions. These limitations are not surprising since

the statistical treatment effect literature is an offshoot of the experi-

mental design literature in biostatistics. My essay shows that ‘‘techni-

cal’’ assumptions invoked in the statistical treatment effect literature

have unappealing implications for social science.

Two cornerstone assumptions: SUTVA and Strong Ignorability

(SI) are especially unappealing. SUTVA is a version of an invariance

assumption developed in econometrics some 40–50 years ago

and formalized in the Hurwicz (1962) paper I cite. In the form

advocated by Sobel and many other statisticians, it precludes social

interactions and general equilibrium effects, and so precludes the

evaluation of large scale social programs. The SI assumption,

by ruling out any role for unobservables in self selection, justifies

matching by assuming away any interesting behavior of the agents

being studied. While Sobel criticizes econometrics for making

various assumptions, he ignores the fact that the approach that

he favors makes implicit assumptions that are stronger and

less tenable. The econometric approach is explicit about its

assumptions.

Sobel does not acknowledge any intellectual priority for early

work by economists that precedes the ‘‘Rubin model’’ as exposited by

Holland (1986). Selection models defined over potential outcomes

with explicit treatment assignment mechanisms were presented by

Gronau (1974) and Heckman (1974, 1976, 1978) in the economics

literature. The econometric discrete choice literature (McFadden

1974, 1981) used counterfactual utilities as did its parent literature

in mathematical psychology (Thurstone 1927, 1959). Unlike the

Rubin model, these models do not start with the experiment as an

ideal point of departure, but they start with well-posed, clearly

2This notion is in the early Cowles Commission work. See Marschak
(1953) and Koopmans, Rubin, and Leipnik (1950). It is formalized in Hurwicz
(1962) as cited in my paper. Rubin’s SUTVA is a special case of the invariance
condition formalized by Hurwicz.
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articulated models for outcome and treatment choice derived from

behavioral theory where the unobservables that underlie the selection

and evaluation problem are made explicit.

Rubin’s 1978 model of treatment choice came later and only

implicitly accounts for the unobservables that drive the selection

problem. His point of departure is randomization and the analysis

of his 1976 and 1978 papers is a dichotomy between randomization

(ignorability) and nonrandomization, not an explicit treatment of

particular selection mechanisms in the nonrandomized case as devel-

oped in the econometrics literature.

Sobel dismisses the value of making clear the assumptions

about model unobservables that produce selection and evaluation

problems when he dismisses ‘‘structural’’ models. In this regard

he follows Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996) and Holland (1986).

Sobel equates structural models (economic models) with LISREL

type models and standard simultaneous equations models despite

the greater generality of the structural models (see, e.g., Matzkin

2006).

Structural models do not ‘‘make strong assumptions.’’ They

make explicit the assumptions required to identify parameters in any

particular problem. The treatment effect literature does not make

fewer assumptions; it is just much less explicit about its assumptions.

Like many statisticians, Sobel prefers to be implicit about many of his

assumptions. This approach begs serious questions about the best way

to model the severe problems that arise in making sound policy

evaluations.

My essay is about:

1. Clearly defining the policy problem being addressed;

2. Asking what parameter is required to answer the problem;

3. Discussing minimal identification conditions; and

4. Analyzing the properties of various estimators.

While Sobel’s discussion claims to show that there are dimensions

along which the econometric literature is lacking relative to the statistical

literature on treatment effects, his arguments are based on misstatements

and misunderstandings of the econometrics literature that are prevalent in

the statistical treatment effect literature. For example, he makes the claim,

like Rubin and many other statisticians, that econometric selection
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models depend on normality.3 He claims that economists, and I in

particular, ‘‘adopted the Rubin model’’ in the 1980s. This repeats a

claim made by Rubin.4 Sobel clearly has not read or understood the

work published in econometrics in 1974–1976 which presented models of

potential outcomes and treatment assignment rules long before Rubin’s

1978 paper.5 My 1974–1976 papers are not ‘‘informal’’ and they present

precise discussions of potential outcomes (e.g., market and nonmarket

wages) and outcome selection mechanisms. The switching regression

model of Quandt (1958, 1972) describes a model of potential outcomes

and develops various regime (potential outcome) selection rules.

Detached readers would be advised to compare the level of formality in

these papers with the relative informality of Rubin’s papers, especially his

informal 1974 paper which Sobel cites. In that paper, there is no systema-

tic discussion of treatment assignment rules whereas, by 1974, the econo-

metric literature had systematically developed and analyzed such rules.

The early econometric work clearly separates the definition of

parameters from their identification in a fashion not found in the statistics

literature. Heckman and Robb (1985, 1986) present comprehensive ana-

lyses of outcome equations, selection mechanisms and unobservables

using economic theory. We had no need to draw on the ‘‘Rubin Model’’

which was a special case of economic models that were formulated prior

to Rubin’s work. A more accurate description of Rubin’s contribution is

that he exposited aspects of econometric models to statisticians.

2. WHAT IS NEW IN MY PAPER AND

NOT DISCUSSED BY SOBEL

Sobel does not discuss my extension of the treatment effect literature

to the identification of non-recursive systems. The literature on

3Heckman (1980, 1990), Heckman and Robb (1985, 1986), Heckman
and Honoré (1990), Ahn and Powell (1993), and Powell (1994), among many
others, have relaxed the normality assumption made in the early 1970’s literature.
See Heckman and Vytlacil (2005, 2006b) for a survey. It is far from clear that in
practice normality is a poor assumption in many applications. See Heckman
(2001).

4Rubin (2000).
5The Roy model (1951) is a clear predecessor as are the switching

models of Quandt (1958, 1972).
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causality in statistics is recursive and rules out simultaneous causality.

My Section 2.5 is standard econometrics but new statistics that reveals

the power of the econometric approach over ‘‘frontier’’ methods in

statistics like directed acyclic graphs (see Pearl 2000) that are recur-

sive. Given long-standing interest in social interactions by sociologists

(see also Durlauf and Young 2001) it is unfortunate that Sobel

dismisses out of hand this contribution of my essay that allows

sociologists to define and identify models of social interactions that

are ruled out in the Rubin (1978)–Holland (1986, 1988) approach that

he espouses.

Sobel misses another main contribution of my paper: to make

the literature on causality specific by addressing real problems.

Abstract discussions of causality with appeals to philosophy, ‘‘closest

worlds,’’ ‘‘regularity,’’ and the like sound profound but in fact are

superficial since they have no operational content and do not address

policy problems. Most empirical social scientists are not concerned

with philosophy per se, but instead they want honest answers to

clearly stated problems.

My essay is organized around the theme of addressing three

policy evaluation questions that arise in everyday practice. Problem

P1 is what statisticians focus on. Problems P2 and P3 are new prob-

lems that can be answered using the econometric approach. Sobel’s

attempt to address P2—the extrapolation problem—demonstrates the

ad hoc nature of current statistical approaches and the power of the

econometric approach. By keeping the unobservables implicit, he

disguises an implicit exogeneity assumption for the conditioning vari-

ables in the approach he advocates. Heckman and Vytlacil (2005,

2006b) consider extrapolation under more general conditions.

An alternative approach discussed inHeckman andVytlacil (2005,

2006b) is tomodel the dependence between the conditioning variables and

the unobservables, but since Sobel (like Rubin andHolland) does not like

to make unobservables explicit, this route is denied him. He implicitly

agrees that the literature in statistics does not address P3 and his discus-

sion of it confuses problem P2 with problem P3.

He offers a discussion of factorial experiments as a substitute

for a clear discussion of P3. Since he will not make explicit statements

about unobservables, he begs a central question addressed in the

econometrics literature of how to predict the effects of new programs

never previously observed. His version of P3 is a simple extrapolation
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exercise and hence a version of P2. He does not offer a general

treatment of P3 as I do in the paper and in Heckman and Vytlacil

(2005, 2006b).

Our approach goes well beyond the interpolation and extrapola-

tion advocated by Sobel to consider predictions of programs with features

never previously observed.6Making predictions about new programs and

policies is an essential task of social science. If these predictions are not

made in a cautious, principled, explicit way, plenty of ‘‘causal inference

experts’’ stand waiting to fill the vacuum and provide less credible esti-

mates. By discussing hard problems clearly, analysts can pinpoint limits to

knowledge that raise the standards of evidence.

In failing to present a serious discussion of problem P3, which

is a central focus of my essay, Sobel echoes the conventional statistical

approach that ignores this policy evaluation problem. Had he care-

fully considered my analysis of this problem in this paper and in my

work with Vytlacil, his claims about close ‘‘agreement’’ between the

econometric approach and the statistical approach would vanish.

Sobel misses another major theme of my essay and the entire

econometric evaluation literature: that treatment effects should be defined

relative to the problem being analyzed (Marschak 1953; Heckman 2001;

Heckman and Vytlacil 2001b, 2006a,b). The econometric literature devel-

ops the point that the choice of an estimator cannot be separated from the

choice of the question being addressed by the investigator and the a priori

assumptions made by the investigator.

Thus, although ACE, ITT or TT may be traditional para-

meters, they do not address many specific policy questions. My

work with Vytlacil (2001b, 2005, 2006b) discusses specific policy

questions and devises estimators that address them. Manski (2000,

2004), in his interesting work, derives treatment assignment rules for

particular loss functions.

3. IS CAUSALITY IN THE MIND?

Sobel, evidently influenced by my exchange with Tukey (in Wainer

1986, reprinted 2000), sharply attacks me for claiming that ‘‘causality

6His approach is based on arbitrary functional form assumptions
whereas we present a general analysis guided by theory.
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is in the mind’’ and that causal knowledge is provisional. Then,

throughout the rest of his discussion, he demonstrates the validity of

my point by offering a series of unsupported opinions and assertions

about what is ‘‘reasonable’’ and what is not. His opinions and value

judgements are his expressions of intuitive models in his mind that he

never formalizes or makes explicit, but introduces casually using

rhetorical devices. Sobel is typical of many statisticians who keep

crucial assumptions implicit.

My claim is not intended as a defense of solipsism, post-mod-

ernist relativism or the notion that analysts are free to make up any

crazy model they like. Instead, I am saying that all scientific activity is

predicated on assumptions.

A clearly formulated causal model should (a) define the rules

or theories that generate the counterfactuals being studied, including

specification of the variables known to the agents being studied as

well as the properties of the unobservables of the model where the

unobservables are not known to the analyst but may be partly known

by the agent; (b) define how a particular counterfactual (or potential

outcome) is chosen; (c) make clear the assumptions used to identify

the model (or to address the policy questions being considered); and

(d) justify the properties of estimators under the maintained assump-

tions and under alternative assumptions. These are tasks 1

(corresponding to a and b), 2 (corresponding to c) and 3

(corresponding to d) in my Table 1. These ingredients are the hall-

mark of the selection model as analyzed in Heckman (1974, 1976,

1979), Gronau (1974), Roy (1951), Willis and Rosen (1979) and

numerous other papers in the econometrics literature.

Understanding the relationship between the unobservables generating

choice of treatment and the unobservables generating outcomes is the

key to understanding the properties of various evaluation estimators,

a point first made in Heckman and Robb (1985, 1986, reprinted

2000).

One will look in vain in the papers of Neyman, Cox,

Kempthorne, Rubin or Holland for the specification of precise

treatment assignment rules that have been the hallmark of econo-

metric selection models since 1974. Sobel’s claim that Rubin (1978)

or any other statistician has systematically developed treatment

assignment mechanisms is false. Rubin (1976, 1978) contrasts rando-

mization with nonrandomization and does not develop the structure
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of nonrandomized selection rules in the fashion pioneered and devel-

oped in econometrics.7

The act of defining a model is a purely mental activity. It may

draw on preexisting theory (which is itself derived from earlier mental

acts), interpretations of data (which involve a mental act using models

for the phenomenon being studied and models of statistical inference)

and the rules of logic. There is no purely empirical process for

discovering or defining causality. All causal knowledge is conditional

on maintained assumptions.8

Sobel (p. 106) dismisses the conditional nature of causality,

writing that ‘‘I do not believe that most scientists (or philosophers)

would subscribe to this view and were they to do so they would

presumably have little further interest in causality.’’ This claim runs

contrary to a large body of thought in philosophy associated with

Kant and Hume, among others.

Indeed, ‘‘causality’’ is not a central issue in fields with well-

formulated models where it usually emerges as an automatic by-

product and not as the main feature of a scientific investigation.

Moreover, intuitive notions about causality have been dropped in

pursuit of a rigorous physical theory. As I note in my essay with

Abbring (2006), Richard Feyman in his work on quantum electro-

dynamics allowed the future to cause the past in pursuit of a scienti-

fically rigorous model even though it violated ‘‘common sense’’ causal

principles. The less clearly developed is a field of inquiry, the more

likely is it to rely on vague notions like causality rather than explicitly

formulated models.

Most scholars intend to describe the real world with their

models. Certainly, in addressing P1–P3, I am referring to real world

problems. However, any empirical or theoretical analysis rests on

assumptions. The clearer analysts are about these assumptions and

the more they are able to test them, the more clearly stated are the

sources of agreement or disagreement among analysts. Such clarity

determines the next steps in the scientific process of constructing

7When Sobel writes that TT ¼ ACE ¼ TUT when treatment decisions
do not depend on potential outcomes, he presents a garbled version of a precise
result established in my 1974 and 1976 papers.

8Indeed all knowledge is conditional in this sense. For example, much of
modern mathematics is predicated on the Axiom of Choice.
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better models and better data to narrow down the zones of disagree-

ment among analysts.

Although Sobel objects to my assertion about the importance

of maintained assumptions and a priori beliefs in the causality enter-

prise, he proceeds, like many statisticians, to pass judgements about

what is and is not good practice. Unlike the econometric approach,

Sobel adopts the statistical approach which often hides key assump-

tions by invoking slogans instead of science.

Each of Sobel’s judgements is based on maintained assump-

tions and beliefs ‘‘in his mind.’’ They involve his implicit assumptions

and value judgements. Statisticians like him who are not explicit do

not convey their private thoughts in an objective, publicly interpre-

table way. Like many statisticians working in the field of causal infer-

ence, he is not clear about many of his crucial implicit assumptions.

Implicit assumptions are entailed in writing down the arguments of

causal relationship (1) (his notation) and characterizing its properties.

Sobel writes ‘‘the focus of the statistical literature is primarily

on obtaining the best possible estimate of the causal parameter of

interest’’ without defining ‘‘best possible,’’ the basis for the choice of

the ‘‘parameter of interest’’ or the question being addressed.9 In his

defense of matching, he appeals to conditional independence assump-

tion (11) (in the notation of his paper) as ‘‘ straightforward’’ and that

it ‘‘readily lends itself to use by empirical investigators.’’ Some statis-

ticians often use the phrase ‘‘it works well in practice’’ without defin-

ing ‘‘works well.’’ Another common slogan used to justify matching is

that ‘‘my clients understand it.’’ In these and numerous other

instances, Sobel and a large statistical community implicitly appeal

to a variety of conventions rather than presenting explicit rigorous

models and assumptions. The credo ‘‘let sleeping dogs lie’’ is good for

sales, but it is bad for science. Instead of invoking slogans as a

solution to problems, the structural approach emphasizes understand-

ing the underlying mechanisms producing outcomes and selection

rules.

As an application of the scientific approach, my discussion of

matching develops the point that (i) there is no rigorous basis for

picking the set or sets of conditioning variables that make the method

9The ‘‘best possible estimate’’ is defined precisely in Bayesian and Wald
decision theories. See, e.g., the discussion in Manski (2000).
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‘‘work.’’ Heckman and Navarro (2004) show how the conventional

model selection rules for picking the conditioning variables W in a set

of data can produce badly biased estimates of the average causal

effect and other parameters. (ii) The method assumes that the analyst

has as much relevant information as the agent being studied (see, e.g.,

Heckman and Navarro 2004, for a precise definition of ‘‘relevant’’

information). If the agent knows more than the analyst and acts on it,

matching breaks down. (iii) The analyst assumes that people at the

margin of being attracted into a program are the same (have same

outcomes on average) as average participants. Matching is just non-

parametric regression analysis. It is more careful than Ordinary Least

Squares (OLS) in accounting for empirical support problems but it

assumes that the conditioning variables that the analyst has at his

disposal fortuitously solve selection problems.10

To take another point, like many statisticians, Sobel resolutely

defends randomization. The Rubin (1978)–Holland (1986) papers

take as their benchmark randomized trials where treatments are

selected by a hypothetical randomization. As I point out in my

essay, even under ideal conditions, unaided randomization cannot

answer some very basic questions such as what fraction of a popula-

tion benefits from a program.11 And in practice, contamination and

cross over effects make randomization a far from sure-fire solution

even for constructing ATE or ACE (see the evidence on disruption

bias and contamination bias arising in randomized trials that is pre-

sented in Heckman, LaLonde, and Smith 1999; Heckman, Hohmann,

Smith, and Khoo 2000). Sobel makes a series of implicit assumptions

about what questions should be answered, the effects of randomiza-

tion on participants and the like.

Sobel also disagrees with my claim that statisticians conflate

the three tasks shown in my Table 1. The analysis of Holland (1986,

1988) is a good illustration of my point. It also illustrates the central

10In one of his many attributional errors, he echoes Imbens (2004) and
credits Barnow, Cain, and Goldberger (1980) with the phrase ‘‘selection on
observables’’ to describe matching. The term originates in Heckman and Robb
(1985) and is not to be found in Barnow, Cain, and Goldberger.

11See Carneiro, Hansen, and Heckman (2001, 2003), where this para-
meter is identified using choice data and/or supplementary proxy measures. See
also Cunha and Heckman (2006a,b) and Cunha, Heckman, and Navarro (2005,
2006).
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role of the randomized trial to the Holland-Rubin analysis. After

explicating what he calls the ‘‘Rubin model,’’ Holland gives a very

revealing illustration of how the first two tasks of Table 1 are con-

flated by one leading figure in the statistical treatment effect litera-

ture. Holland claims that there can be no causal effect of gender on

earnings. Why? Because we cannot randomly assign gender. This

confused statement conflates the act of definition of the causal effect

(a purely mental act) with empirical difficulties in estimating it (Steps 1

and 2 in my Table 1). This type of reasoning is prevalent in statistics.12

As another example of the same point, Rubin (1978, p. 39)

denies that it is possible to define a causal effect of sex on intelligence

because a randomization cannot in principle be performed.13 In this

and many other passages in the statistics literature, a causal effect is

defined by a randomization. Issues of definition and identification are

confused. A recent paper shows that this fallacy is alive and well in

statistics. A paper by Berk, Li, and Hickman (2005) makes the same

error as Rubin and Holland. Sobel is correct in saying that population

treatment parameters can be defined abstractly. However, that point

was not made in the statistical treatment effect literature. It is made in

econometrics.14

I agree with Sobel that the act of definition is logically separate

from the acts of identification and inference. That is a main point of

my paper. We both agree that a purely mental act can define a causal

effect of gender. That is a separate task from identifying it. What is

odd is that he states his agreement with my position and that of the

econometrics literature as a disagreement. And he fails to accurately

12Parenthetically, my title ‘‘Scientific Causality’’ was motivated by
Holland’s contrast between models of science that attempt to probe deeply and
understand the ‘‘causes of effects’’ and the statistical treatment effect literature.
Understanding the causes of effects is an essential activity for prediction and
forecasting—problems P2 and P3 in my paper.

13‘‘Without treatment definitions that specify actions to be performed
on experimental units, we cannot unambiguously discuss causal effects of treat-
ments.’’ (Rubin 1978, p. 39).

14The LATE parameter of Imbens and Angrist (1994) is defined by an
instrument and conflates task 1 and 2 (definition and identification). Heckman
and Vytlacil (2001b, 2005, 2006b) define the LATE parameter abstractly and
separate issues of definition of parameters from issues of identification. Imbens
and Angrist (1994) use instrumental variables as surrogates for randomization.
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represent a pervasive point of view among statisticians that gives rise

to the myth that causality can only be determined by randomization,

and that glorifies randomization as the ‘‘gold standard’’ of causal

inference.15

4. THE ROY MODEL, THE SWITCHING MODEL AND THE

RUBIN MODEL

Sobel repeats an assertion made by Rubin: that I, and other econo-

mists, ‘‘started using the Rubin model in the 1980s.’’16 Sobel has

clearly not studied the econometrics literature with any care. The

‘‘Rubin model’’ is in fact a version of an econometric model developed

by Roy (1951). It is also a version of the switching regression model of

Quandt (1958, 1972). That model contains both a framework for

potential outcomes (Y0, Y1) and also a choice of treatment rule.17

There was no explicit discussion of the treatment assignment rule in

any of the Rubin papers that Sobel cites or in the statistics literature

until very recently.18

Heckman and Honoré (1990) present a comprehensive analysis

of the Roy model. Heckman (1990) and Heckman and Smith (1998)

extend it (see also Heckman 2001, and Heckman and Vytlacil

2006a,b). Unlike the statisticians, Pearl (2000) is forthright about his

own debt to the economics literature in the distinction between ‘‘fix-

ing’’ and ‘‘conditioning,’’ which is central to his work on causality. See

Haavelmo (1943) for the source of Pearl’s ‘‘do’’ operator.19

15As noted in my essay, and in Heckman (1992), self selection provides
information on agent-subjective evaluations of programs.

16See Rubin (2000).
17One cannot find any explicit analysis of treatment selection rules in the

statistical literature (Neyman 1923; Rubin 1978; Holland 1986; Rubin 1986) other
than the randomized-nonrandomized dichotomy previously discussed.

18Sobel cites Rosenbaum (2002) for use of such rules. As previously
noted, Rubin does develop the dichotomy ‘‘randomized vs. nonrandomized.’’ He
does not go deeper, nor does he consider how the form of the treatment assign-
ment rule affects the choice of an appropriate estimator. That point is developed
in Heckman and Robb (1985, 1986).

19Lewis (1963) is an early pioneering analysis of counterfactuals in
economics that also considers the problems raised by self selection and general
equilibrium effects.
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The simplest form of the Roy model has two potential out-

comes and a decision rule (treatment assignment rule). In its simplest

version, the treatment indicator variable is D ¼ 1(Y1 � Y0), where

1(�) ¼ 1 if the argument is true and is zero otherwise. Thus a doctor

might assign treatment on the basis of which therapy has the best

outcome. A student may decide to go to college vs. stopping at high

school based on which option has the highest income. The Roy model

is a version of the competing risks model of biostatistics.20 This model

of potential outcomes and treatment selection predates Cox and

Rubin, as does the Thurstone (1927) model of counterfactual utilities

of choices developed in mathematical psychology.

More general versions of this model developed in econometrics

allow agents to be partially informed about (Y1,Y0) when they make

their decisions and to allow for more general costs. In the generalized

Roy model, D ¼ 1ðEðgðY1;Y0;CÞjIÞ > 0Þ where I is the agent’s

information set, C is the cost of moving from ‘‘0’’ to ‘‘1’’ where ‘‘0’’

is the initial state, and g is a general preference function for the agent

making the treatment decision. In the original Roy model C ¼ 0,

I ¼ ðY1;Y0Þ and g ¼ (Y1 � Y0). The general form of this model

allows analysts to distinguish objective from subjective evaluations

of treatments and ex ante and ex post versions of both. See Carneiro,

Hansen, and Heckman (2001, 2003), Cunha and Heckman (2006a),

Cunha, Heckman, and Navarro (2005, 2006), Heckman and Vytlacil

(2006b) and Heckman and Navarro (2006) for more general analyses.

In my 1974 paper, Y1 is the market wage of a woman. Y0 is her

nonmarket wage (her value in home production). Her decision rule is

to work (D ¼ 1) if the market wage is greater than the reservation

wage D ¼ 1(Y1 � Y0).
21 Otherwise, she does not work. I also develop

a model for hours of work. Willis and Rosen (1979) use this model

when Y1 is college earnings and Y0 is high school earnings. They allow

for costs C. D ¼ 1 (a person goes to college) if Y1 � Y0 � C > 0

(D ¼ 1(Y1 � Y0 � C � 0)).22 There is a huge literature starting in

economics long before the ‘‘Rubin model’’ became popularized in

20See Heckman (1987) where this link is established. Versions of the
competing risks model go back to early Twentieth Century work by Danish
actuaries.

21See Gronau (1974) for a closely related model.
22They assume perfect certainty. See Cunha and Heckman (2006a) for a

version of this model with uncertainty as well as additional features.
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statistics and it is this literature that influences econometric analyses

of causal models.

The ‘‘Rubin model’’ is thus a version of this classical econo-

metric model without explicit specification of the decision model for

choice of treatment. Sobel claims that statisticians such as

Rosenbaum (2002) are now using the framework developed by econ-

omists some 30 years before. If true, this is a welcome acquisition

from economics by statistics.

As previously noted, Sobel also claims that Rubin explicitly

discusses treatment assignment rules. In fact, Rubin relies on the

crutch of randomization to define his models and only vaguely

describes other assignment rules as ‘‘not randomized.’’23 One needs

to look to Gronau (1974) and Heckman (1974, 1976, 1979, 1978) for

explicit development of selection models with explicit treatment

assignment and selection rules. Had Rubin understood the general

selection model, he would not have advocated matching or balancing

to overcome nonrandomized assignment as he does in his 1974 and

1978 papers. Heckman and Navarro (2004), Heckman and Vytlacil

(2006b), and Heckman, Urzua, and Vytlacil (2006) show the bias that

arises from using matching when a general selection rule characterizes

treatment choice.

5. COMPARISON OF ESTIMATORS

My analysis in Section 4 was only intended to illustrate the basic point

that each evaluation estimator makes assumptions. Sobel misinter-

prets this section as my attempt to write an exhaustive survey instead

of my attempt to illustrate some points from the earlier part of the

paper. In Section 4, I focus attention on certain mean treatment effect

parameters because of their familiarity and simplicity. Heckman,

LaLonde, and Smith (1999) and Heckman and Vytlacil (2006b) pre-

sent comprehensive surveys of the econometric approach.

Sobel confines his discussion to a few mean treatment para-

meters, ignoring the range of parameters introduced in the earlier

23Rubin (1978) discusses the distribution of treatment assignment rules
in a general way but never develops their properties in the systemic, formal way it
is developed in economics.
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sections of my essay. His discussion is selective and he seizes on small

points to make objections to my paper. He misses key developments

in the econometrics literature that show that in models with hetero-

geneous responses, IV and selection models are closely related

(Heckman and Vytlacil 2005; Heckman, Urzua, and Vytlacil 2006).

I use separability in my analysis of selection models in Section

4 only to simplify the exposition. Matzkin (2006) presents a compre-

hensive discussion of nonparametric identifiability in nonseparable

selection (and other) models.

His contrast between matching and control functions on this

issue is specious and ignores an entire recent semiparametric literature

in econometrics (see Heckman and Vytlacil 2006a; Matzkin 2006).

Selection models do not require normality, separability or standard

exclusion restrictions in order to be identified.

He takes out of context my claim that control functions are

more general than matching. That claim is made under a series of

assumptions about the separable selection model and was not

intended as a general characterization.

The recent semiparametric literature by Heckman (1980, 1990),

Powell (1994) and Carneiro, Hansen, and Heckman (2003) does not

rely on normality or functional form assumptions. On this point Sobel

inaccurately characterizes the econometrics literature. Even in the

absence of distributional assumptions, no exclusions are needed to

identify the Roy model, contrary to his claims. In his notation, a

model with Z ¼ X can be identified using curvature restrictions with-

out any exclusion of variables. See Heckman and Honoré (1990).24

The key idea underlying the control function approach intro-

duced in Heckman (1980) and in Heckman and Robb (1985, 1986) is

to model the relationship between the unobservables in the treatment

choice equation and the unobservables in the outcome equations

rather than to assume they are independent given a specified set of

variables as is done in the matching literature. Sobel inaccurately

compares matching and selection estimators in terms of the number

of assumptions invoked by each method and not in terms of their

strong implications.

24Sobel relies on a flawed survey by Vella (1998) which does not accu-
rately portray the econometric selection literature.
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Matching assumes that, on average, the marginal person and

average person with the same observed conditioning variables

respond the same to treatment (TT ¼ ATE ¼ TUT). It assumes that

the analyst knows the right conditioning set and uses it. Selection

models allow for variables that produce conditional independence

invoked in matching to be unobserved by the analyst (see Carneiro,

Hansen, and Heckman 2003). Sobel’s analysis of IV also ignores the

entire body of recent econometric work which establishes what instru-

mental variables estimate in the general nonseparable case (see

Heckman and Vytlacil 1999, 2001a, 2006b). I now turn to that work.

6. THE UNIFYING ROLE OF THE

MARGINAL TREATMENT EFFECT

Sobel has evidently not read my 2001 Nobel Lecture or my work with

Vytlacil (1999, 2001a,b, 2005, 2006a,b). Had he done so he would

not claim that ‘‘sociologists will usually be more interested in

Treatment on the Treated (TT) or ACE (Average Causal Effect) than

the Marginal Treatment Effect (MTE).’’ In rereading my essay, I now

realize it was a mistake for me not to discuss my work with Vytlacil in

my paper.

Vytlacil and I establish that the marginal treatment effect

(MTE) is a device that unifies the evaluation literature. From knowl-

edge of the MTE, analysts can interpret what IV estimates as well as

the commonly used treatment effects, OLS and matching estimators

as a different weighted average of the marginal treatment effect.

Under the assumptions clearly stated in our papers, we establish

that all treatment effects and all estimands (probability limits of IV,

matching, OLS, control function estimators) can be expressed as

weighted averages of the MTE with known weights, i.e., weights

that can be estimated from the sample data. Letting MTE(x, u) be

the MTE for a given value of X ¼ x (observables) and U ¼ u

(unobservables), we may write the estimand or treatment effect j

given x, �j(x) as

�jðxÞ ¼
ða
b

MTEðx; uÞ! j ðx; uÞdu ð1Þ
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where !j(x, u) is a weight for estimand or effect j that can be empiri-

cally determined and the limits (a, b) are known in any application.

We can generate LATE as a special case of this formula. When the

model has limited support (regions where MTE can be identified), the

estimator automatically adjusts for it.25

Bounds for the treatment parameters are presented in

Heckman and Vytlacil (2006b). Different instruments produce differ-

ent weights and these weights are generally not the weights required to

define the standard treatment effects. Our approach is far more gen-

eral than the piecemeal type of analysis of what IV estimates of the

sort presented by Sobel in his comments on the statistical literature.

Each of his special cases drops out from our general analysis. The

MTE approach presents a nonparametric control function analysis

where the propensity score plays a conceptually distinct role from the

role it plays in matching models (Heckman and Vytlacil 2006b). Our

analysis is not to be found in the statistics literature.

Sobel is clearly a fan of the LATE approach. Therefore, he has

to be a fan of MTE. The Imbens-Angrist (1994) LATE parameter is a

discrete version of the Björklund-Moffitt (1987) marginal gain para-

meter introduced into the evaluation literature in a selection model

framework. The Björklund-Moffitt parameter is the mean gain to

participants induced into the program by an instrument. They identify

the parameter in a selection framework. Imbens-Angrist show how IV

can approximate it. Heckman and Vytlacil (1999) show how local

instrumental variables (LIV) identify it. Heckman, Urzua, and

Vytlacil (2006) and Heckman and Vytlacil (2006b) show that IV and

selection models are closely related. IV and its extension Local IV

(LIV) estimate the slopes of the models estimated by selection models

in levels.

As pointed out in Heckman, Urzua, and Vytlacil (2006) and

Heckman and Vytlacil (2005), the ‘‘monotonicity’’ assumptions made

in the LATE literature are not innocuous. If, in response to a change

in an instrument, some people go into treatment and others drop out,

instrumental variables do not identify any treatment effect but they

do identify a weighted average of two way flows (Heckman and

25Software for estimating MTE and generating all of the treatment
parameters is available from Heckman, Urzua, Vytlacil (2006). See the website
http://jenni.uchicago.edu/underiv.
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Vytlacil 2005, 2006b; Heckman, Urzua, and Vytlacil 2006). The recent

IV literature is asymmetric. Outcomes are permitted to be hetero-

geneous among persons in a general way. Choices of treatment are

not permitted to be heterogeneous in a general way.

7. POLICY RELEVANT TREATMENT PARAMETERS

The Policy Relevant Treatment Effect (PRTE) introduced in

Heckman and Vytlacil (2001a) and elaborated in Heckman and

Vytlacil (2005, 2006a,b) is a good example of the benefits of the

econometric approach. It is defined by stating a policy problem—

estimating the effect of a policy on mean outcomes—and showing

that this treatment effect can be generated as a weighted average of

the marginal treatment effect with known weights using formula (1)

presented in the preceding section. Standard IV and matching estima-

tors do not, in general, identify this parameter.

Policy problems dictate the identification and estimation strat-

egy in our approach. As shown in Heckman (2001), Heckman and

Vytlacil (2001a, 2005, 2006b), Heckman, Urzua, and Vytlacil (2006)

and Carneiro, Heckman, and Vytlacil (2005), the weights on MTE

required to form the PRTE parameter are generally not the same as

the weights for OLS, matching or IV, although an IV estimator can be

devised to identify the PRTE.

Heckman and Vytlacil (2005) develop an algorithm for defin-

ing causal effects that answer specific policy problems from a general

list of possible problems rather than relying exclusively on the stan-

dard set of causal effects discussed by Sobel in his Section 3 that

answer only a few narrowly selected policy problems.26 Sobel ignores

parameters like the PRTE and fails to recognize that the standard

treatment estimators do not identify this parameter. Heckman and

Vytlacil develop estimators for specific well-posed policy problems

26In his defense of ACE, Sobel makes a familiar error. In defending
ACE as estimating the effect of a policy with universal coverage compared to the
effect with no coverage, he fails to account for the effects of large scale programs
on potential outcomes—what economists call ‘‘general equilibrium’’ effects.
Heckman, Lochner, and Taber (1998a,b) show that these are empirically impor-
tant in the analysis of education policies. These effects violate the SUTVA
assumption of Holland (1986) or the invariance assumption of Hurwicz (1962).
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rather than hope that a favored estimator just happens to hit the

selected target. This is a large advance over the existing literature in

statistics. Just compare Sobel’s discussion of IV with our own.

8. ESTIMATING THE PROPORTION OF PEOPLE WHO

BENEFIT FROM A PROGRAM

Sobel’s discussion of the benefits of randomization illustrates all of

the problems with the ad hoc statistical approach he favors.

Randomized trials cannot identify Pr(Y1 > Y0). In a large sample,

this is the proportion of the population that benefits from a pro-

gram.27 See Heckman (1992). This is because randomized trials pro-

duce Y1 or Y0 but not both for each person. The parameter

Pr(Y1 > Y0) is not even contemplated in the Neyman (1923)–Rubin

(1978) setup. Using the Roy model (Heckman and Honoré 1989) or

more general models (Carneiro, Hansen, and Heckman 2001, 2003;

Cunha, Heckman, and Navarro 2005, 2006; Cunha and Heckman

2006a,b; Heckman, Lochner, and Todd 2006) it is possible to estimate

this proportion. Modeling the unobservables and their relationship with

the treatment selection rule and any related measurement equations

plays an important role in their analysis. The statistical treatment effect

literature is silent on this crucial parameter. Modeling the dependence

among the unobservables in choice, outcome and auxiliary measure-

ment equations, is the key to identifying this proportion.

Sobel says that ‘‘much stronger assumptions’’ are required to

estimate this parameter. In any specific case, this claim is not true.

The assumptions required to justify randomization (no randomization

bias; no contamination or crossover effects; see Heckman, LaLonde,

and Smith 1999) are different and not weaker or stronger than

the assumptions used to identify the Roy model and its extensions.

Indeed when randomization breaks down, Roy models and their

generalizations can exploit the attrition and self selection information

to identify Pr(Y1 > Y0). See Heckman (1992) and Heckman and

Vytlacil (2006a,b).

27I keep the conditioning on covariates implicit. I assume a heteroge-
neous response model.
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9. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

If the purpose of my essay had been a comprehensive review of

econometric evaluation estimators, I would have discussed bounds

and sensitivity analysis. See Heckman and Vytlacil (2006b) for such a

discussion using the MTE as an organizing device for an entire

literature. Vijverberg (1993) is a good reference for sensitivity analysis

in a Roy model. Peterson (1976) is an early example of bounds for the

competing risks model which is a version of the Roy model.28

10. POLICY FORECASTING

Sobel explores a few special cases of my analysis of problem P2. This

section of his discussion abounds with personal opinions like ‘‘intui-

tively easy’’ and ‘‘think reasonably.’’ These assertions are his excuse

for begging the general problems considered in my paper. If he does

not like unobservables, he can use standard change of variable argu-

ments to substitute out unobservables from my equations and recast

my argument into observables to solve identification problems.

My argument uses structural models directly because they are

interpretable in terms of theory and they explicitly recognize missing

variables (‘‘unobservables’’). They also provide the machinery for

integrating information on auxiliary measures into analyses to help

overcome problems with missing variables.

His analysis makes implicit exogeneity assumptions. See

Heckman and Vytlacil (2005, 2006b) for a general analysis of the

extrapolation problem based on the MTE which explicitly discusses

the role of exogeneity assumptions in policy forecasts.

11. THE ROLE OF UNOBSERVABLES

Sobel, likemany statisticians, says he does not like unobservables.Neither

do I. I wish all important variables were observed. But it is the unobser-

vables in the outcome equations and the outcomes in the treatment choice

28See Heckman and Honoré (1989, 1990).
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equation that give rise to selection and evaluation problems. One can be

implicit about them and their properties, as are Sobel and most statisti-

cians, or explicit, as is common in the econometric approach.

Implicit in all statistical analyses are unobservables that gen-

erate outcomes given the observables. Matching assumes that all

unobservables in outcome equations are random with respect to the

unobservables in the treatment choice equation given the matching

variables. The LATE estimator that Sobel implicitly espouses assumes

a latent unobserved variable with a special structure.29 By being clear

and objective, the econometric approach allows analysts to pinpoint

their differences in assumptions about the unobservables and explore

the role of assumptions in producing any differences in conclusions.

12. TOWARDS CONVERGENCE

I applaud Sobel’s desire to see the emergence of a literature that

combines the best features of the econometric and statistical treatment

effect literatures. For that synthesis to occur, statisticians like Sobel

should carefully read the econometrics literature and its genuine pio-

neering contributions and more carefully note the publication dates of

key ideas before dismissing 30 years of econometric research as the

application of an incompletely formulated statistical model.
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